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Abstract

A domain model describes common and variant requirements for a system family. UML notations used in requirements analysis and software modeling can be extended with “variation points” to cater for variant requirements. However, UML models for a large single system are already complicated enough. With variants - UML domain models soon become too complicated to be useful. The main reasons are the explosion of possible variant combinations, complex dependencies among variants and inability to trace variants from a domain model down to the requirements for a specific system, member of a family. We believe that the above mentioned problems cannot be solved at the domain model description level alone. In the paper, we propose a novel solution based on a tool that interprets and manipulates domain models to provide analysts with customized, simple domain views. We describe a variant configuration language that allows us to instrument domain models with variation points and record variant dependencies. An interpreter of this language produces customized views of a domain model, helping analysts understand and reuse software models. We describe the concept of our approach and its simple implementation based on XML and XMI technologies.

1. Introduction

Variant requirements arise naturally during analysis of a system family (also called a Product Line). While having much in common, members of a family also differ in functional and non-functional requirements, design decisions, runtime architectures, platforms and other characteristics. The subject of domain analysis is modeling common and variant requirements across family members. Implicit variants also arise in traditional analysis of single system requirements. Goal-Oriented requirement analysis method [12] calls for explicit representation of early decisions related to functional and non-functional requirements. These decisions affect each other and without proper analysis model, it is easy to overlook the impact of various decisions on the whole system. From Goal-Oriented perspective, at the initial development stage the system requirements space is characterized by many inter-dependent variants. Modeling a web of inter-connected goals and decisions is analogous to domain modeling. Careful analysis of goals, decisions and their outcomes gradually narrows down the space of potential requirements. This process is analogous to selection of variant requirements from a domain model in order to specify requirements for a specific member of a system family. Having said that, we shall anchor our further discussion on issues arising in domain modeling for system families. Figure 1 highlights a system family approach to software development.

Figure 1. Domain and system engineering

Domain engineering delivers software assets that can be reused during analysis, design and implementation of family members. Major reusable assets include a domain model and generic architecture for a system family. A generic architecture defines an overall architecture for family members and provides implementation of both common and variant requirements in an adaptable form. We build systems by reusing a domain model and generic architecture. A domain model describes the scope of
functionality (both common and variant requirements) that have been implemented into a generic architecture. Domain engineering artifacts evolve based on the feedback from system engineering. In practice, scoping of a system family is done before detailed domain analysis and design [7]. During scoping, we identify types of variants that are worth reusing.

Feature models [10] have been used in domain analysis to depict mandatory and variant requirements. Feature models must be complemented with other notations, for example UML, to enhance the meaning of domain concepts. Notations traditionally used in requirement analysis can be extended with the concept of a "variation point" [8] to make them useful in domain modeling. In our early work, we extended notations of DFD, ER and STD with variants [4].

Modeling variants adds an extra level of complexity to domain analysis, otherwise similar to requirement analysis for a single system. Tracing multiple occurrences of the same variant in different domain model views and understanding how mutually dependent variants affect each other is a major challenge in domain engineering. While each step in modeling variants may be simple, as the volume of information grows, domain models become notoriously difficult to understand. The main problems are the explosion of possible variant combinations, complex dependencies among variants and inability to trace variants from a domain model down to requirement specifications for a specific member of a system family. The impact of variants on domain model views becomes unclear, undermining the very purpose of domain modeling.

Current general-purpose (i.e., domain-independent) methods for domain modeling are based on descriptive methods. We believe that the above mentioned problems cannot be solved at the domain model description level alone. Therefore, we included into a domain model an active component that helps analysts in domain model interpretation and manipulation. In our approach, a descriptive part of the domain model includes a set of default domain views, feature diagrams that describe variants and customization scripts that describe variants in respect to defaults. Default domain views describe a typical system in a domain, expressed in UML notations. Domain defaults are the starting point for understanding the scope of a system family, i.e., the range of systems in a domain we wish to consider. Customization scripts specify variants as deltas in respect to domain defaults. A customization script contains commands that add or delete required variants to/from domain defaults. Our solution also includes a flexible variant configuration tool (FVC for short) as an integral part of a domain model. FVC helps analysts understand and manipulate the domain model descriptions. FVC is an interpreter of customization scripts. Based on selected variants, FVC promptly provides analysts with customized views of a domain model (i.e., requirement specifications for a system that meets specific variants). The FVC helps analysts explore domain defaults and variants, trace dependencies among variants, etc., enhancing understanding of a domain model. Customization scripts as well as defaults can be easily modified, providing flexibility required during customization and evolution of the domain model.

Our initial approach to handling variants in a domain model was based on Bassett's frames [1]. Frame method and tools have an excellent record in industrial applications as an effective way to handle variants in reusable software. In our domain engineering projects, we have applied frames to build generic architecture for system families. We also conducted initial experiments to apply frames in domain models. Recently, we designed a variant configuration language, called XVCL [17], which implements essential frame concepts in XML. In this paper, we describe how we applied XVCL to handle variants in UML domain models represented as XMI [13] documents. We chose XML, as modeling tools such as Rational Rose™ adopt XMI standards as a common, exchangeable representation for software models. In this solution, an FVC is an XVCL interpreter implemented on top of JAXP [15], an open framework for parsing XML documents. The reader should notice that the very concept of our approach to supporting domain modeling is not limited to XML, JAXP or XMI.

In the remaining part of the paper, we describe our solution, illustrating it with examples from our domain engineering project in the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) domain.

2. Related work

System family approach has emerged as one of the most promising trends to improve software productivity and quality. In Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) [10] mandatory and variant requirements (called features) are depicted in the graphical form as trees. By traversing the feature trees, we can find out which variants have been anticipated during domain analysis. A design space, a multidimensional space of design choices, is yet another approach to describe variant requirements [3]. Unlike feature diagrams, design spaces do not show variant types (e.g., optional, alternative and or-relationship) or depict structural relationship among variant requirements.

UML notations may be extended with "variation points" to cater for variant requirements [8]. A generic software model (analysis component) is customized by attaching one or several variants to its variation points.

In analogous domain analysis [11], one attempts to build abstract models for problems that recur in different application domains. Abstract models are then instantiated for reuse by injecting domain-specific variants into them. Domain Specific Languages (DSL) and application generation techniques provide a powerful method to deal
with variants in system families [2]. A DSL allows one to specify variants in application domain terms. Variant specifications in DSL guide generation actions that produce a custom program that meets required variants. In contrast to the above approaches, the method described in this paper is domain-independent. We concentrate on a problem of how variants affect domain views expressed in commonly used notations such as UML. Unlike DSLs, our variant specification language XVCL carries no semantics of a domain. Our tool uses simple adaptation and composition rules, rather than generation techniques, to produce customized domain model views from generic model components. We described the follow up techniques for handling variants in system family architectures in other publications [5,9]. The reader may also refer to [6] for a detailed comparative study of various approaches to handling variants in system families.

3. CAD domain overview

We shall use a domain of Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) to illustrate our approach. CAD systems are used by police, fire & rescue, health service, port operations and others. Figure 2 depicts a basic operational scenario and roles in a CAD system for Police.


diagram

Figure 2. A basic operational scenario in CAD system for Police

A Call Taker receives information about an incident and informs a Dispatcher about the incident. The Dispatcher examines the Situation Display that shows a map of the area where the incident happened. Then, the Dispatcher assigns a task of handling the incident to a Police Unit, for example, this might be a police car that is closest to the place of an incident. The Police Unit approaches the place of incident and handles the problem. The Police Unit informs the Task Manager about the progress of action. The Task Manager monitors the situation and at the end - closes the task.

At the basic operational level, all CAD systems are similar - basically, they support the dispatch of units to handle incidents. However, there are also differences across CAD systems. The specific context of the operation results in many variations on the basic operational theme.

Here are some of the variant requirements in CAD domain:

1. **Call Taker and Dispatcher roles** (referred to as CT-DISP variant). In some CAD systems, Call Taker and Dispatcher roles are separated (played by two different people), while in other CAD systems the Call Taker and Dispatcher roles are played by the same person. The CT-DISP variant has impact on system functionalities. For example, in the former case, the Call Taker needs to inform Dispatcher of the newly created task, but in the latter case, once the Call Taker creates a task, he/she can straightway dispatch resources (e.g., Police Units) for this new task.

2. **Validation of caller and task information** differs across CAD systems. In some CAD systems, basic validation check (i.e., checking the completeness of the Caller and Task info) is sufficient; in other CAD systems, validation includes duplicate task checking, VIP place checking, etc.; in yet other CAD systems, no validation is required at all.

Figure 3 shows an excerpt from the CAD feature diagram [10].


diagram

Figure 3. CAD feature model

The legend in Figure 3 explains notations (we use extensions described in [6]). Mandatory requirements appear in all the instances of a parent concept. Variant requirements only appear in some of the instances of the parent concept. Variant requirements are further qualified as optional, alternative and or-requirements. An alternative describes one-of-many requirements. For example, the “Call Taker and Dispatcher roles” requirement described above has two alternative variants: “Separated” and “Merged”. An or-requirement describes any-of-many requirements. For example, the optional “Validation” requirement has two or-variants: “Basic
Validation” and “Advanced Validation”, which means that the “Validation” requirement can be “Basic Validation”, “Advanced Validation”, or both or neither of them.

4. XVCL: an XML-based Variant Configuration Language

To address variants in a domain model, we designed an XML-based Variant Configuration Language (XVCL for short), a simple markup language based on XML conventions [17]. We use XVCL to organize domain knowledge and to instrument domain defaults with variants. Table 1 lists some of the major XVCL commands. We use term x-frame to refer to domain defaults instrumented with variants marked as XVCL commands. An x-frame can be processed by the XVCL interpreter (i.e., the XML implementation of the FVC tool).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XVCL Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;X-FRAME name=&quot;name&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>Denotes an x-frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/X-FRAME&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;DECLARATION/&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/DECLARATION&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;BODY&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/BODY&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;COPY x-frame=&quot;x-frame&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>Includes a copy of the specified x-frame after applying customization commands inside the x-frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/COPY&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;INSERT-BEFORE name=&quot;breakpoint&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>Allows insertions of fragments of information at the breakpoint. The inserted content can be placed before, after the breakpoint, or replace the existing content at the breakpoint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/INSERT-BEFORE&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;INSERT name=&quot;breakpoint&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/INSERT&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;INSERT-AFTER name=&quot;breakpoint&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>Specifies a breakpoint in an x-frame body, where customizations may occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/INSERT-AFTER&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;BREAK name=&quot;breakpoint&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/BREAK&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;SET name=&quot;varname&quot; value=&quot;varvalue&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>Declares an XVCL variable varname with value varvalue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/SET&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;VAR name=&quot;varname&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>Denotes an XVCL variable varname.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/VAR&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;SELECT name=&quot;variable&quot;/&gt;</td>
<td>Selects one of many customization options based on the value of a variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/SELECT&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A list of XVCL commands as XML tags

In the rest of the paper, we will show how we apply XVCL in domain modeling, using examples of use cases and workflows in CAD domain.

5. Modeling use cases in CAD domain

5.1. Applying UML extension mechanism

Use cases differ in many details across members of a CAD system family. We can model use case variants with <<extend>> and <<include>> stereotypes [14]. Figure 4 shows the Create Task use case.

Figure 4. Create Task use case diagram

Create Task use case allows a Call Taker to create a task for an incident reported by an emergency caller. We have identified two variation points in Create Task, namely {CT-DISP} (Call Taker and Dispatcher roles) and {VALIDATION}. The <<extend>> stereotype indicates the use cases describing variant behavior associated with variation points (e.g., Dispatch Task and Basic Validation). The <<include>> stereotype indicates use cases that may be reused by other use cases (e.g., Get Caller Info).

A use case diagram is often complemented by description such as the one shown in Figure 5. Parameter RESPONSETIME defines required response time.

1. Introduction
Create Task allows a Call Taker to create a task for an incident reported by an emergency caller.

2. Flow of events
   - An emergency call is received
   - Call Taker login
5.2. Applying XVCL

XVCL and its interpreter help us alleviate the above mentioned problems. Based on selected variants and x-framed domain defaults, XVCL interpreter produces the customized use case model for a specific system. System analysts need only understand the customized models she/he is interested at a given moment without having to examine the entire domain model space.

Figure 6 shows the Create Task use case description instrumented for flexibility with XVCL commands. The <X-FRAME> tag denotes the x-frame for Create Task use case description. In <DECLARATION> section, the XVCL variable RESPONSETIME is defined with default value of “30 secs”. The contents of the x-frame is encapsulated in the <body> section. The <COPY> command indicates the <<include>> relationship. When XVCL interpreter encounters the <COPY> command, it will customize and include a copy of the specified x-frame (e.g., Get_Task_Info.uc) into this x-frame. The <BREAK> command indicates the variation point where additional customizations that cater for unexpected variants may occur. In this example, the <BREAK> command indicates the variation point brought up by the optional variant requirement VALIDATION. Use case segments that are related to VALIDATION variant may be <INSERT>ed into/after/before this variation point during customization. The <SELECT> command is used to indicate the variation point where anticipated customization will occur. In this example, the customization of CT-DISP variant is denoted by the <SELECT> command.

Figure 6. The x-frame for Create Task use case description

We wish to use the same approach that we applied to use case description to instrument use case diagrams for flexibility, as well. To achieve this, we convert UML use case diagrams into equivalent textual representation and instrument the text with XVCL commands for flexibility. We can then perform the same kind of adaptation on textual use case diagram as we have done on use case description. After customizations, we convert the text back to diagrams.

To illustrate this technique, we use an XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) tool Unisys Rose/XMI to convert the UML diagrams to equivalent textual representation in XML. XMI [13] is a new OMG standard that combines UML and XML and enables the exchange of UML models over the Internet. XMI supports the round-trip transformation of UML models from diagrams to an XML file without loss of information.

Figure 7 shows an x-frame for Create Task use case diagram depicted in Figure 4. To accommodate the “CT-DISP” variant, we instrument the use case with <SELECT> command, which indicates the places where
the anticipated customizations will occur. The <BREAK> command is used to indicate possible customization that may occur due to the VALIDATION variant.

Figure 7. x-frame for Create Task use case diagram

A customization script specifies how to adapt an x-frame to accommodate variants. During customization, the XVCL interpreter reads an x-frame and customizes it according to the instructions. Figure 8 shows a customization script that adapts the generic CreateTask x-frame to accommodate the “separated Call Taker and Dispatcher roles” and the “basic validation” variants.

Figure 8. A customization script

Figure 9 shows the customized Create Task use case description. Customized textual use case diagram in XML can be converted back to UML use case diagram by using the Unisys Rose/XMI tool. Figure 10 shows the customized Create Task use case diagram in UML.

Figure 9. A customized Create Task use case

6. Flexible workflows

To handle variants in workflows, we extended activity diagram with variation points to model alternative and optional flows of activities. Figure 11 depicts the Create
Task workflow with CT-DISP and VALIDATION variants.

The shaded diamond is a meta-symbol that marks the variation point. It denotes a decision related to Call Taker and Dispatcher roles. In the diagram, the shaded diamond is stereotyped to become an "<alternative>" decision, whereby one of the paths from the decision point will be included in the customized diagram.

![Diagram of Create Task workflow with variation points](image1)

**Figure 11. Create Task workflow with variation points**

![Diagram of A customized Create Task workflow](image2)

**Figure 12. A customized Create Task workflow**

We use the same approach to instrument workflow diagrams for flexibility as we applied to use cases diagrams. With an XMI tool, we convert workflow diagrams into equivalent XML representation. Then, we create an x-frame by instrumenting the XML document with XVCL commands. We can then perform the same kind of customizations as we did for use cases. Finally, we convert the customized XML document back to UML activity diagrams.

The x-frame for Create Task workflow contains <SELECT> and <BREAK> commands to accommodate the CT-DISP and VALIDATION variants, respectively. Both the workflow x-frame and customization script are similar to x-frames and customization scripts for use cases and we do not show them here to conserve the space. Figure 12 depicts the customized Create Task workflow.

7. Analysis of Results

In sections above, we described the basic technique to handle variants in domain models. Our technique is easy to grasp when we deal with small number of defaults and variants. But in reality, analysts deal with large spaces of requirements, involving many defaults and variants. By now, hopefully we managed to get the reader interested in our approach, but no doubt the reader will remain unconvinced unless we show that the method has a potential to scale up. In this section, we shall explain how we organize large volumes of domain information, describe the scope of our experimentation, identify weaknesses of our solution so far and discuss future work.

We organize domain knowledge around the feature diagram such as the one shown in Figure 3. We extended feature diagrams to provide explicit mappings between variants and customization scripts. This new structure is a form of a decision model [16] that we call a Customization Decision Tree (CDT). In our previous domain engineering projects [5], we introduced a CDT to aid in understanding a generic architecture for a system family. Here, we apply a similar idea to a domain model.

By inspecting a customization script for a given variant, we can find out which domain defaults must be customized to meet the variant and how to do customization. Having selected variants, we synthesize relevant scripts to produce a consolidated customization script. When synthesizing inter-dependent variants, analyst must modify relevant customization scripts by hand. To minimize the extent of manual work, we pre-define consolidated customization scripts for typical combinations of inter-dependent variants. The XVCL interpreter selects relevant x-frames, applies customizations described in the consolidated customization script and outputs customized domain model views such as use cases or workflows.

We applied the above domain modeling technique in two projects involving Facility Reservation (FR) and Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system domains. We experimented thoroughly only with use case and workflow notations. In FR domain, our experimentation covered all the major functions and over 50 variants.
displaying a range of mutual dependencies. In CAD domain, we modeled functions related to Call Taker and Dispatcher roles with 20 variants.

We believe our approach has a potential to reduce the complexity of a domain model and offers tangible advantages over purely descriptive domain modeling methods. At the same time, our approach and the scope of experimentation have the following limitations that we shall address in the future work:

**Experiment on a larger scale**

We have only experimented with selected views of a domain model and on a medium-size scale. We plan to cover a wider spectrum of modeling notations and experiments on a larger scale in future.

**Address complex requirement dependencies**

So far, we have been dealing with relatively simple class of functional variant dependencies. We yet have to extend research to non-functional variants. Also, other domains may give rise to different types of dependencies (such as time-based dependencies) that will require specialized approach.

**Extend and integrate the proposed method with the customization of the generic architecture**

The proposed solution offers the opportunity to use one technique throughout the domain engineering and the system engineering phases. We can extend and integrate the method with the customization of the generic architecture and the program code to cover the whole software development life cycle. We conducted initial experiments in the CAD domain and obtained encouraging results.

8. **Conclusions**

As the volume of information grows, domain models become notoriously difficult to understand. The main problems are in explosion of possible variant combinations, complex dependencies among variants and inability to trace variants from a domain model down to requirement specifications for a specific member of a system family. In this paper, we proposed a new approach to handle variants in a domain model. The main idea of our solution is to define default domain model views and provide a semi-automatic way to modify and extend these defaults. We proposed a flexible variant configuration component (FVC for short) as an integral part of a domain model. The role of FVC is to help analysts in interpretation and manipulation of domain variants. In the paper, we described a simple implementation of the above concepts using XML and XMI technologies.
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